HOW TO FIND US: **BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT**

**METROPLAN HOLDING GMBH**
Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 18, 20459 Hamburg

**From the train station** take the S-Bahn (urban rail) line S3 towards Pinneberg or the S1 towards Blankenese.

**From the airport** take the S1 towards Ohlsdorf/Blankenese.

**From either of the above directions**, get off at the “Stadthausbrücke” stop.

From the exit Herrengraben/Michaelisstraße, continue straight ahead onto the Michaelisstraße. Continue left on the pedestrian path and past the office building at Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 14. At the end of this you will reach the Erste Brunnenstraße.

Our office is on the corner, on Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 18 where you will also find our visitor entrance. We are on the 2. floor.

Journey time from the train station: ca. 4 minutes.
Journey time from the airport: ca. 29 minutes.